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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
One Full Year of
The Painter’s Journal!
Well here it is one full year’s subscription to The
Painter’s Journal has come to a close. Assuming that
you have received the September and December issues,
this will be your final issue of this year. I can’t even
express how much fun I have had in the past year
producing this publication. I have learned so many
things about desktop publishing, printing, editing,
writing, and about the many wonderful people in this
industry who are willing to take their time to write
and share their thoughts and expertise on a range of
topics from products to health and safety. I must first
of all thank the many people who, over the year, have
helped write and edit the various issues. I would also
like to thank the Editorial Board for their support
either in sharing ideas or acting as a sounding board
for me. I need to thank Studio and Forum for Scenic
Art, Cobalt Studios, and Rose Brand for their generous
support, without which I would have had to mortgage
the farm to pay for this venture. Most of all, I would
like to thank the subscribers for their support. Because
so many of you have recommended the Journal to
friends, I am still receiving new subscribers. If you
have articles you would like to write, or have a particular
subject you would like to read about, or have
comments for the journal, please always feel free to
contact me.

Looking ahead to the future, we have lots of
exciting, new ideas for articles. I hope you decide to
subscribe for another year of The Painter’s Journal.
Enclosed is a subscription form that you can mail to
me. I have tried to keep the cost low, but I did need
to raise prices a little bit. I encourage those of you
working at universities to request your library subscribe
to The Painter’s Journal, so it will be available to your
students. There is a new rate for institutions on the
subscription form.
Finally, I am moving to the Boston area to pursue
personal and professional goals. I will, of course, be
taking The Painter’s Journal with me. After May 1st,
the new address will be:
The Painter’s Journal
c/o Anthony R. Phelps
80 Cotting Street
Medford, MA 02155
The e-mail address
info@paintersjournal.com

will

remain

as

Thank you and have a wonderful summer.
Sincerely,

Anthony R. Phelps
Executive Editor

We have five great articles this month— all written
by new authors, except for the article by John Holloway
on wood graining using dyes. John also contributed a
detailed article to the original issue, Brick Textures
Made with Foam Rubber. There is also a little more
color in this issue than in previous issues. This issue
came together easier than any of the previous issues; I
guess I must be learning something.
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TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES
Solving an eight story
problem:
painting on fiberglass
by Wendy Waszut-Barrett, Bella Scena, LLC
When painting a backdrop, a scenic artist does not
often have the luxury of working in a clean space with
water-based materials. Freelance work frequently
includes a lot of dimensional work with solvent-based,
or other dangerous toxins, in less-than-ideal working
environments. Requesting and reading Material Safety
Data Sheets (MSDS), calling technical Support
Networks, and carefully examining the Technical Data
Sheets has become an industry standard, in order to
experiment with new primers, bonders, paints, and
sealers.
The past decade has produced a variety of miracle
products for the scenic artist. Thanks to new
advancements in the painting industry, EVERYTHING
is paintable. Finding the appropriate product, however,
sometimes requires some work.
My academic and professional training was with
Lance Brockman at the University of Minnesota.
Trained in the historical method and aesthetic style for
American Victorian Theatre, I utilized pure pigments
with animal skin glue. This training provided an essential
foundation for experimentation with new products and
the increasing demands on the theatrically trained scenic
artist. My passion remains the duplication and
restoration of historical compositions and scenic
elements. Therefore, I established an art restoration
and scenic reconstruction company called Bella Scena,
LLC. However, to stay on top of new paint technology,
I remain a freelance charge artist for Atomic Props and
Effects. This Minnesota company is owned and
operated, in Oakdale, by a phenomenal husband and
wife team, Mike Pearson and Pat Punch. They specialize
in mechanized billboards that are internationally
displayed. Their company has allowed me to explore
new products, such as XIM’s UMA Brand Bonder for
priming fiberglass.
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The Project:
I was approached during June of 2003 by Patty
Matthews, a sales representative for Atomic Props and
Effects. They had just contracted to construct an eightstory dimensional billboard, for Washington Mutual,
depicting a fairy tale character—Jack— discovering his
dream home. The billboard would be installed in Times
Square, to remain for a period of five years. The
framework would be steel covered with fiberglass. Its
construction was to begin in June and the final product
would be installed in September 2003. Each element
(banner, beanstalk, cloud, castle, and Jack) would follow
a series of steps. After each piece was carved, it was divided
into sections, and molded into a fiberglass shell. At this
stage, two gel coats were applied. It was then fitted with
steel and the final (third) layer of gel coat was applied. It
was set to paint, at this point — one piece at a time.
The Problem:
I had to find a primer for the fiberglass that could be
applied in the middle of a work environment. Due to the
sheer size and number of each element, the entire painting
could not be confined to the enormous spray booth. It
needed to remain available for the fiberglass procedure.
In the past, I had often turned to the automotive industry
for the appropriate products for priming and painting
fiberglass. Products such as Grip Guard, Grip Flex, and
other two-part epoxy paints were typically the toxic
selection of choice. But they would require the necessity
of a spray booth and fresh air suit for the duration of
each project. Therefore, these products were no longer
an option for Jack and the beanstalk.
The Product:
After extensive research and experimentation, I settled
on a new product produced by XIM: Advanced Technology
Urethane Modified Acrylic Brand Bonder (UMA).
Although XIM has a 400 series specifically manufactured
for fiberglass, it is solvent based. I wanted to paint the
entire object with exterior latex paints and seal it with a
water-based sealer. UMA, however, is water-based with a
low VOC. Furthermore, it could be top-coated with latex,
oil, alkyd, urethane epoxy, or lacquer. In addition to
fiberglass, UMA was engineered to prime/seal aluminum,
steel, iron, galvanized trim, non-ferrous metals, porcelain,
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glazed block, Formica, PVC, glass, old glossy paint, wood,
plywood, hardboard, masonry, and pre-coated siding. This
product, as long as it was NOT airborne, would be
remarkably safe. Therefore, I would need to brush on
the primer.
The Process:
Preparing each piece to accept paint was an incredibly
time-consuming process. However, with a crew of eight
scenic artists and a start time of 6AM, we managed to
make very quick progress.
1.) Sand down, by hand, the entire surface with sandpaper
(80 grit).
2.) Tack cloth the entire sanded area. Do not be stingy
with the tack cloths.
3.) Wipe down surface with Xylene. The manufacturer
recommends using a degreaser, such as XIM GON cleaner
or Xylene. Xylene necessitates a (chemical cartridge)
respirator, chemical gloves, and long sleeves. Luckily, the
majority of the pieces were prepared outside with a fan
blowing fresh air across the surface. Since we would go
through gallons of degreaser, Xylene was the obvious
choice over XIM GON, due to availability and expense.
This was wiped on quickly just prior to the primer.

Please note: Although the technical support staff for XIM
recommended it, most cans of Xylene specifically note
that it is not recommended for fiberglass.
4.) Fitted in a (chemical cartridge) respirator and chemical
gloves, to be on the safe side, we applied the UMA with a
brush over the entire surface. Again, a fan blowing across
the surface during application is recommended.
5.) Allow at least 1-2 hours to cure. If you do not allow
for the appropriate cure time, you might as well just brush
the latex straight on the fiberglass and allow it to flake off.
Do it right or don’t do it at all. Also, this product cannot
be exposed to direct sunlight while it is curing.

6
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6.) Paint on exterior latex and allow it to fully cure
according to manufacturer’s instructions. I recommend
at least 24 hours to 48 hours, depending upon the
humidity.
7.) Seal with appropriate product. I used my favorite
water-based sealer, Clear Dull Aquaplastic. Two coats.
This is a wonderful product to use for a variety of
paint applications. It appears to be the “safest” that the
industry has to offer, although waterborne primers are
often more hazardous to your health than solvent-based.
I often think of waterborne paints as the silent killers that
attack when you can’t smell them. At least with solvents,
you know when they are utilized in a workspace and can
therefore adequately protect yourself. For more
information about the XIM line of products, go to http:/
/www.ximbonder.com. For further information regarding
Atomic Props and Effects, please go to http://
atomicprops.com.
If you have questions about this article, or to contact
Wendy Waszut-Barrett at Bella Scena, LLC, please email
her at bellascena@msn.com, or write to 34878 Wakenen
Dr. NE, Cambridge, MN 55008.

ABOUT THE A
UTHOR
AUTHOR
Wendy Rae Waszut-Barrett is the owner and operator
of Bella Scena, LLC, a backdrop restoration and scenic
reconstruction company. This company specializes in the
refurbishment and replication of historical scenery for
theatre, opera, and Masonic Temples. Past restorations
include: Scottish Rite Cathedrals in Santa Fe, New
Mexico, Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minnesota, and the
Brown Grand Opera House in Concordia, Kansas.
When she is not traveling, Wendy teaches “plein air”
painting and figure drawing to amateur art enthusiasts
and children. Wendy just moved to Cambridge, Minnesota
with her husband, Andrew Barrett, and six-year-old
daughter, Isabelle, to commence on another restoration
project. An 1878 stage coach stop is the location of their
new home and studio.
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Top Left: The Finished Product
Bottom Left: Leaf Detail
Bottom Right: Detail of Shipping
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WOODGRAINING
WITH DYES
by John Holloway, University of Kentucky
For some time now, I’ve been using a mixture of aniline
dye and water-based sealer to do a wood graining technique
that has been quite successful. The nice thing about this
paint technique is how real it looks, even from very close
up, and it is perfect for a small theatre we have here at
school. My summer work is often in an outdoor venue
where the average audience seat is around 150 feet away,
but this sort of grain painting wouldn’t be as effective
there. For such a large space, it is really better to use a
“big” technique like a finger brush or a cut-up poly brush
to give a bolder, perhaps even cartoony appearance to the
wood texture.

These instructions assume that the reader has had
enough experience in painting faux finishes to understand
certain nuances, but just about anyone can follow the
instructions and have a successful outcome if they are
willing to experiment a little along the way. Of course I
have no idea what effect you need for any particular
project, it is likely that you will need to adapt the process
to your situation. Experimentation is the key!
One big reason not to use aniline dye outdoors is
that the dye color fades rapidly when exposed to UV light.
Fading takes several years to occur indoors, but I can
only imagine how fast it would happen out in direct
sunlight. Over time the finish lightens and the undercoat
paint color starts to dominate. No doubt a UV inhibitor
would help that, but it is not something I’ve tried personally.
The fading is not too great a problem indoors, except
perhaps if you are planning on running The Mousetrap
for several decades.
This technique is similar to FEV, or French Enamel
Varnish. The basic idea of a glaze of that sort is to provide
a subtle color wash that can be applied to the surface of
an object to impart a textural feel as the colorant puddles
up in corners and crevices. Dyes come in extraordinarily
bright colors. It is really a quite wonderful effect, but the
technique has gotten a bad reputation in recent years
because of the poisonous nature of the compounds
involved. As the reader may already know, traditional
FEV glazes are made of dye, alcohol, and shellac. They
have been used in furniture finishing for a very long time.
There are numerous ways of mixing dye with different
chemicals, and many of them are known to be toxic, but
this technique uses just water and a clear sealer to do the
job. Aniline dyes are especially troublesome if the powder
form is inhaled while mixing it into a liquid, so you should
avoid that at all costs. A number of different theatrical
suppliers sell aniline dye.
The technique I am suggesting here uses aniline dye
mixed with a clear gloss sealer like Rosco Gloss. The
exact manufacturer of the product doesn’t really matter,
but it does need to be a gloss rather than flat sealer. I
have even tried this with water-based polyurethane, but it
is much easier to use a more viscous substance like the
latex sealer.

8
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An example of the finished product
An essential part of the process is to use a basecoat of
color underneath, which is only logical since the dye
mixture is really just a glaze. It is easier to apply the glaze
if the basecoat is also slick, so use a glossy paint for that
as well. It is also important that the surface of what you
are painting be as smooth as possible. A rough texture
will keep the dye from going on smoothly and will keep
you from doing a good job of graining. Wood should be
sanded down somewhat before using latex painter’s caulk
on any big cracks. You can paint over the caulk
immediately with no drying time. Seal the wood with
Sculpt ‘r Coat, or Jacksan, or whatever “goo” is the pick
of the week. Recently I’ve been using a liberal coat of
gesso which makes an excellent surface and is quickdrying. If your woodwork is made up of lots of small
pieces of wood put together, any one of these sealers will
do a great job of making the surface seem more
homogenous.
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The colors involved depend on what sort of wood
you want to imitate. My favorite is a very warm cherry
variety achieved by using a really bright orange basecoat
with a dark dye like burnt sienna or even Van Dyke. The
bright undercoat gives the finished product an inner glow
that I find appealing. To make something like the painting
in the photo, use the closest hue to a true orange that you
can get. Or, pick out a yellowier shade for something
more like oak. It will seem horribly bright, but of course
it gets toned down later. The worst thing about this step
is listening to everyone’s comments like, “Is that what
color that’s going to be?” There isn’t anything too special
about applying the basecoat of orange; it just needs to be
good and solid. A redder undercoat and Van Dyke dye
will make something more like mahogany. Experiment
to find the qualities you need.
Making the dye glaze is fairly straightforward, other
than taking precaution not to inhale any of the aniline
dye powder. For a while I was able to buy a premixed
version of the water soluble dye from Belen, which was
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probably safer. Unfortunately my supplier went out of
business, so now it is back to the old powdered variety.
Actually, it is best to use as strong a mixture as possible
and it is easier to get that by mixing it yourself anyway. I
wear an actual respirator (not just a dust mask) and mix
as strong a solution as possible of the appropriate dye
color. Conventional wisdom says to use alcohol to mix
the dye, and that is important if using shellac like for an
FEV. I have tried using alcohol, alcohol and water, and
just water, and for this technique it doesn’t seem to matter
a whole lot. The dye will dissolve in room temperature
tap water, and since it will be later mixed with a waterbased sealer, you might as well just use the water. If the
dye solution is too weak, add more dye. If the dye doesn’t
completely dissolve, add more water. Since I’ve not
personally tried all possible dyes from all possible
manufacturers I can’t swear that just water works for all
dyes, but it has for every one that I’ve tried.

Proper graining technique with the brush is extremely
important. Plan ahead which direction the grain should
be going on the piece you are coating. Sometimes the
actual painting surface is just one big smooth piece and
you will need to make it look like it is made up of stiles,
rails, and panels. On a “real” door the stiles run all the
way top to bottom and the rails are set inside them. It is
easier to do the rails first, overrunning the sides, and
then dragging the brush all the way top to bottom to make
the continuous grain pattern of the stiles. This technique
works best on dimensional parts, and isn’t really meant
for a situation where you will need to add highlights and
shadows. It will work great on a stamped out Masonite
panel door.

Be sure to make up the dye mixture separately first,
and then add that liquid to the sealer. It is hard to say
exactly what proportions of dye and sealer to go for, in
the same way that it is difficult to describe how much salt
should go into the stew. Of course most any sealer is
milky white in the can so you will probably have a funky
dark tan color when the two parts come together. Try a
bit of the mixture on a test piece to see how you like the
colors and then adjust the amounts. This is one of those
things that looks radically different when it dries, so you
will need to practice a bit to get the hang of it. A halfgallon is a huge batch, and should easily do the wood trim
for an entire show, but be sure to make enough because it
will be hard to match colors later on.
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Quite often, the dye glaze will tend to bead up on the
surface of the undercoat after it has dried for a couple of
minutes. In dry air this happens really fast, especially on
a warm day. Working quickly, smooth the glaze back out
into a proper wood grain pattern. (very important) It
takes a bit of practice to catch the glaze at just the right
moment for this to happen satisfactorily. Too soon, and
the glaze will just bead up again. Too late, and you will
create a gummy, unpleasant-looking surface. (Sometimes
this can be a good thing if you want the surface to look
like gatored old black shellac.) The thickness of the sealer
used to make the glaze, and the saturation of the dye in
the sealer, are determining factors in how fast the glaze
will bead up. Again, if you’ve not done this before it will
take a bit of practice to get it right. Use long, straight
strokes to make a smooth grain pattern. An older brush
with stiff bristles will make a stronger grain pattern,
especially if you let the glaze dry almost to the point of
being too late to work and then re-stroke with brush at
the last moment. A softer brush used sooner in the process
will create a smoother texture.

Steps in doing the work
1. Prepare the surface of the substrate by sanding and
filling cracks with latex caulk.
2. Use a coating of gesso or its equivalent to create a
homogeneous surface.
3. Mix the aniline dye with water, making a very strong
solution. Way more than for ordinary painting.
4. Mix the dye solution into the sealer.
5. Use an old brush for bolder grain, smooth for finer
grain.
6. Use long, straight strokes to create a realistic grain
pattern.
7. Create a good “end of the board” appearance by doing
the intersecting part first and the overlapping board
second.
8. Lightly spatter to add extra texture and the appearance
of worm holes.
9. Use a final coat of clear sealer to stabilize and brighten
the end product.
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After finishing the graining, I like to use the same
glaze mixture to spatter on a few dark flecks like
wormholes. Make sure to use a reasonably thinned
solution so that the spatter dots are as small as possible
for a more realistic appearance. After allowing the dye to
dry very thoroughly, apply another coat of the clear gloss
sealer to the finished product in order to stabilize the dye
and keep it from getting rubbed off. The finish coat of
sealer also helps to brighten up and “sell” the appearance
of the wood finish.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
John Holloway is the author of Illustrated Theatre Production
Guide, published by Focal Press. He has been the technical
director for the University of Kentucky Department of Theatre
since 1983, and has also designed over 100 productions for theatre, opera, dance, and television. He is a survivor of three national touring companies, and is president of Local 346 of the
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees.
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PAINTIMENTO
by Cliff Simon, University of Alabama at Birmingham
As much as I would like the world to be black and white so
that I could feel comfortable categorizing every breath that is
drawn across this planet, I have found it true that not only is the
world composed of myriad shades of gray, but fortunately all
variations of color, as well. A few years ago, when I returned to
school as an elder MFA Design student at the University of
Texas (elder meaning, as Vera Charles said, “somewhere between
40 and death”), I earned my assistantship working in the paint
shop under an awe-inspiring scenic artist, Karen Maness, then
freshly imported from Costa Mesa’s South Coast Rep. Karen had
worked under the wonderful tutelage of Mary Heilman for about
4 years, whence she relocated her life and her talents to the city of
Austin, Texas. That was a lucky thing for me, not to mention
Texas.
I had a rocky painting past. My skills were mediocre with
promise in my 20’s, when, for reasons reserved for other articles,
I left theatre for 25 years. During that time I was a working
graphic artist and began a successful cake painting business in
New York, which I relocated to Santa Fe, New Mexico. Though
I had attended the High School of Music and Art when I was
younger, it was at the Polakov Studios in New York, during the
70’s, that I was exposed to the true excitement of scenic painting
and drawing, by Lester himself, as well as a bevy of more talented
artists than I. Even so, I was so proud of some of the pieces I did
that I have held onto one pounced out and painted architectural
panel from that bell-bottomed decade, which many of my
students (I surely believe) supported a now extinct dinosaur
population.
I remember gridding out painting after painting,
reproducing works by van Eyck, Poussin, and Velasquez. It taught
me how to look and see shape, color, value, and line, long before
I had ever heard of the wonderful book, Drawing from the
Right Side of the Brain. I tell my students it’s not a nose or an eye,
it is a triangle, or a rhombus, or an oval.
Inspired by Lester’s methods, when I first began to reproduce
paintings on cakes, I would grid them out, etching the grid into
a chocolate frosting and painting square to square with edible
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color. Now, on cakes as in theatre, I have more sophisticated
methods of transference of image, though the cake painting
techniques have changed little. And so it is with my sets, as well.
Though the preliminary color renderings now often originate
from photographic imagery or manipulated digital collages, the
process of painting has changed little.
How does a painter paint? What words describe how we
perceive color and value, light and texture, line and form? I’ll tell
you. We can wax eloquent about methods and techniques, which
is helpful to a great degree, of course. Every time I paint marble,
I pore over that Rosco handout thinking, in my lingering lack of
self-esteem, that Rosco must know the right way, because they’re
. . . Rosco! But no one knows better than I how I should paint.
That is not to say that no one paints better than me. Believe me,
I’m no fool. However, when I mix my colors, when I pick up that
brush, when I begin to fearfully or fearlessly lay that paint on a
surface with determination and faith, I am the only painter in
the Universe. There are no words.
At UT, as I worked in the paint shop in the giant shadow of
my talented friend Karen, I thought that I had to paint like her
and learn to do things exactly as she did them. I wanted and
needed to emulate. And it was painful, because I could never
and will never be able to paint like her. When I landed a job
teaching at the University of Alabama at Birmingham and had
to paint all of my sets myself, with the help of mostly unskilled
student labor, I psychologically went to, as another scenic friend
describes, “the bad place.” I tend to design painterly sets, but
having depended for so long on Karen, I believed I had neither
the skill nor the chutzpah to paint them. But Karen was no
longer around to help me. “Oy!” as my mother Lil would say.
When my fear abated, I realized I could not be Karen. But,
I could be me. I approached the flats and surfaces as if they were
cakes, because, after so many years, that kind of painting was
familiar to me. Whereas Karen’s training had her mixing the 15
colors her keen eye educed from the color elevation, my past was
used to paletting on a white plate near my cake. So I used the
floor to palette. I will never forget that moment of exhilaration
when I began to paint a wall for She Stoops to Conquer, mixing
my color on the deck of the Sirote Theatre at UAB. Freedom.
My rendering for the show was very cartoony; my sense of right
and wrong was prevailing, trying to manipulate me into “fixing”
the rendering as I painted. You know, to make it better. That is a
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Chagall’s 3 candles, originally in Bon Appetit
Metamorphoses-Myrrha and Cinyras

Based on an original painting (and frame)
by Anthony Christian, Santa Fe, NM

She Stoops to Conquer, Hardcastle Home
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Metamorphoses-Phaeton in the tub

A CD cover for a Marilyn Horne recording,
NYC (Not my Photo)
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big danger area when we are the designers and the painters, I
think. Miraculously, however, it hit me that I liked the rendering
just the way it was. I let loose with that brush at the end of the
bamboo pole, intuiting how to paint those walls.
Lester’s teaching was quickly coming back at me, urging me
to see shapes and tones. I then realized, all the work I had done
with cakes was not be discarded just because I was no longer a
cake painter but was now a “set designer,” as I had believed while
working at UT. All the work I had done with cakes, I then
realized, was not to be discarded, the way I thought it should be
at UT because I was a “set designer” no longer a cake painter.
Rather, my cake- painting background, more than anything else,
taught me how to look and perceive the visual truth in front of
me. So, I let myself use it. THEN, all of the techniques and
information I had garnered from Karen during my 3 years at
school became tremendously useful tools in my painter’s toolbox.
When painting a set, I experience a calmness, that I have
come to realize is almost primal, from that very tactile connection
to something. Because of the given time frame and limited labor
pool in University Theatre (not to mention my own limitations,
I do a lot of computer rendering on many of my sets; I print out
pieces of scenery that I have worked on in Photoshop, pieces that
live in the same world on stage as the printed units. I know I can
create the set in this manner without having the disparate pieces
of scenery looking like an odd concoction. Indeed, they work
well and live very happily together. However, while printing is a
means to an end, painting is an end unto itself.

painstakingly put into a project, just to have it tossed out in a fear
dumpster? Nah.
We are lucky. Not too many people have the opportunity to
feel the thrill and of that first stroke on a piece of meaningless,
blank scenery. I’ll tell you, each time I look over progress photos
of sets I’ve painted and see again how different a big white flat
looks like after it has been painted, I’m amazed! Does that sound
banal? As I write this, it does. But truthfully, that is how it affects
me. And I think: “I did that. Is that cool, or what?”
In 1968 I was going to be a pharmacist, for God’s sake.
Now along with design consultations, classes, faculty meetings
and schmooooozing, I paint. I paint. I paint.
ABOUT THE A
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designed and painted cakes for the likes of Diana Ross, Madonna,
and Malcolm Forbes, using his previous training at Polakov
Studios by manipulating edible paints on chocolate. Presently,
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Marlo Morgan, several years ago, wrote a book about her
experiences with Australian Aborigines. I will share one of the
things she learned on walkabouts with a group of Aborigines:
their idea of art is to take a stick, and with it, draw in the dirt they
stand on. When they are done with the drawing, they destroy it.
They just wipe it out with their feet. The purpose of it, in their
minds, is over. It is only about process, not result.
I understand this; once I finish painting a cake, my
excitement has been played out. I get giddy and feel, “I did it. I
did it.” And then it is over. I have no attachment to it (As long as
I get a photo, of course. I am not an Aborigine, after all.). With
sets, it is the same. We labor and labor; then one day not so soon
after, the set (and our work) is struck. Gone, generally, forever. Is
it painful? I don’t think so. Do we regret all that work we
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A Fast Parquet
by Gion DeFrancesco, Miami University of Ohio
For a production of Emily Mann’s play Execution of
Justice, scene designer Mike Griffith designed a level to
serve as the courtroom. He wanted the floor to suggest a
wood parquet. The play was being done in a proscenium
theatre, and the height of the deck off the stage floor
meant that the floor would not be highly visible (the rake
of the house is not particularly extreme and there is no
balcony). The time allotted to paint the floor was short
(one week) and the labor force included myself, a paint
assistant, and a daily-changing group of rookie lab
students. The challenge, then, was to create a way of
painting the parquet that would be fast and easy, but not
meticulously realistic in detail.
On another show, I had some success laying out a
brick wall using a large foam stamp. It was pretty fast and
pretty easy. I began thinking of ways to use the same
stamp technique to solve my parquet challenge. The “down
and dirty parquet” technique that follows chronicles the
process and shares the results of this approach.
First, the stamp. Mike wanted the parquet to be
traditional basket weave with one foot by one foot squares
(fig A). We agreed that the changing direction of the grain
would provide the most readability from the low audience
angle. I created two 12" x 12" stamps out of polyurethane
foam, each with a bold directional grain (fig. B). We made
two, so that there would be a bit of variety.
The deck was primed first in white, over which lab
students evenly applied a light yellow base. Once dry, a
one foot grid was snapped and markered. It was time to
start stamping. Using the grain stamps, we went from
square to square, turning the stamps 90degrees for each
new square and allowing variation by applying different
pressures. This established the directional variation found
in this standard parquet (fig. C, D).
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With the basic direction down, the next step was to
create the variety of value traditionally found in the small
inlays that make up the whole. I created another series of
small stamps, 2" by 12" (fig. E). Using a series of three
glazes, we stamped individual tiles within the larger
squares, leaving some unstamped (fig. F).
Once dry, we did a quick dark spray with the P-50
sprayer, both for texture and for toning. Over this, we
applied a wet blend of two slightly different translucent
glazes, establishing the final color (fig. G).
Finally when dry, a clear semi-gloss sealer was applied
over all (fig. H). The perimeter was sprayed with high
gloss polyurethane, establishing a “wear” pattern.
Would I use this technique again? It would depend
on what the desired result was. This is not perfect parquet.
While the grain stamp established direction, it clearly was
not realistic. A more detailed grain stamp could be the
answer. The stamp/glaze process was quite efficient. Given
the visibility of our floor and the need for quickness, this
“down and dirty” parquet served the design and the
production well.
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pAST tINTS,
pRESENT tINTS
by Eric Morris, Lexington Children’s Theatre

As a scene painter, I use whatever will get the job
done. In the past, like anyone, I have used dry
pigments, cal-tints, caseins, and acrylics. For me, the
two most important needs are cost effectiveness and
availability. I’ve come, more and more, to depend on
a paint system made up of store-bought tints and
bases. Theatrical mail suppliers sell all of the above,
but they are far away and their stuff costs good money,
not to mention shipping charges. At a yard sale more
than ten years, I bought a tint carousel—the kind
that you find in paint stores. Then, I took the plunge.
I went to the local paint store, bought one of each of
their tints and a few gallons of base 4, and I began
mixing.
I had always been troubled when mixing big
batches, by the fact that I could not keep the chroma
pure, that is, keep the color bright or saturated,
without spending a ton of money. We know how
much a gallon of ultramarine casein costs. Now
multiply that by five or ten. I keep my casein locked
up with signs warning against general use. And you
simply cannot use white as body for a color mix and
expect anything other than a sort of pastel or chalk.
Enter tints and flat base 4.

it does not pastel the tint. Greens stay green, blues
remain pure, and yellows are vivid. I blend and add
tints and base 4 to any of my other starter products,
providing they are not solvent based. It’s safe to use
base 4 and tints with casein or other acrylic brands.
Store-bought tints, depending on the brand,
come in several colors: brown oxide, pthalo green,
pthalo blue, interior red, interior yellow, yellow oxide,
medium yellow, red oxide, lamp black, white, raw
umber, magenta or quindo violet, and the life
changing carbazole violet, or as I call it Rhoda Levin’s
lavender. The cost of a quart of tint ranges from about
eight dollars to about twenty dollars, depending on
the color. I store some of them in my carousel and
others in a squirt bottle. I buy dishwashing liquid in
the big bottles and reuse them for tint storage. With
the tints available locally, I can make any color you
can show me, except possibly some fluorescence.
Depending on the brand, base comes in varieties
of flat, eggshell, satin, semi-gloss, and gloss. Base also
numbers one through five according to the color
mixed—generally, the richer the color, the deeper the
base. These are the same products the paint store uses
to mix your paint when you give them the color chip
for the kitchen or living room. The flats’ finishes are
perfectly flat- the brand I use sells for about $9.50 a

I buy all available tints at a couple of local
suppliers; I get the flat base 4 at a local building
supply. I use a store-bought flat white to make colors
in certain pastel and gray ranges. I use the base-four
to make colors that cannot pastel or shade off. The
base 4 contains no white, i.e. titanium dioxide, thus
A can of Base 4
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gallon. These days the market has exploded with name
and designer brand paints and the raw ingredients are
more available than ever.

day lying down fighting the dry heaves. What might
you expect from a paint that ate away the can from
the inside?

Invariably, when I walk up to the paint counter
and ask for a quart of tint and a gallon base 4, the
newest clerk looks at me oddly. I usually have to
reassure them that they do sell the tints, hence the
barcode on the can, and that I do actually want a
gallon of base 4 with nothing added. I have found
only one major home building supply store that does
not sell the quart tints. At least they don’t believe
they do.

Mix the base 4 straight out of the can for a fullbodied paint or add as much water as you like.
Because it’s latex, it will take water like any scenic
paint. For painting on muslin, use watery mixes
strongly tinted for dyes. The base 4 needs no
additional binder even when it is greatly thinned with
water. Again, using casein as a comparison, you will
need a binder to keep the paint from lifting and to
waterproof, despite what the manufacturer tells you.
In my shop, I use this tint/base system on any
and every material that we produce. It stays on walls,
floors, soft and hard covered materials, appliqués, and
surface treatments. It does not crack and it does not
fade. And hey for those who tour , it’s scratch
resistant, too.

A can of tint from the store and squeeze bottles to mix from

The base and tints not only have a very long shelf
life, they are also durable in changing room
temperatures. The same cannot be said for either
caseins or dry pigments bound with animal glues. If
you have ever opened a can of casein that has soured,
you will never forget the odor. Try the green oxide
sometime. Determined to not to throw a gallon of
forty-dollar paint away, I have in times past used
spoiled casein on scenery. Consequently, some
directors have balked at working against scenery that
smells like road-kill. A colleague once opened an
unused a can of casein that had nose-dived, gone
mephitic, after which he spent the better part of the
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You can of course buy this kind of paint premixed. It is available from theatrical suppliers under
the name acrylics, but that might require standing in
line or paying shipping for an out of town product.
If you run short, then there is the downtime. When
I mix fifty or sixty colors for a show, what I really
want is my system at my fingertips. Waiting for the
mail to arrive is not an option.
If you’re uneasy about letting go of that wonderful
raw sienna that comes in the can, try a white base
with yellow oxide and brown oxide. For burnt sienna
start with the base 4, then add red oxide and brown
oxide, then maybe a little white. For ultramarine blue,
use pthalo blue, carbazole violet, and a dash of red in
a base 4. Add lamp black for depth. Need an olive?
Start with white or base 4 and add pthalo green, yellow
oxide, and brown oxide. Orange as bright as the rising
sun is interior yellow and interior red. If there is a
color you desire but cannot quite hit the mix, go to
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your local paint store, choose a chip, and ask them
about the ingredients for their formula. They may
look at you funny, but it’s a chance for them to learn,
too, especially if you let them know you work in
theater and use a lot of paint.
A couple of cautions when using the base 4:
It sometimes can be glazy, if you use small
amounts of tints in a mix. This might be appropriate
for your purposes or it might not. The Base 4 has no
clay for body, thus the glaze effect. It’s a good thing
in that if left overnight in a bucket of washy mix, it
won’t settle to the bottom of your bucket. But
sometimes, the coverage can be a bit transparent. To
body it up, try adding more tint or a little white to
your mix.
Also take care when using a base-four paint on
pure soft goods, i.e., backdrops and the like. If the
mix is too thick, it will sit up on the surface like a
sealer making it difficult to work on top of it. As a
general rule when working soft goods, keep it thin.
We should want this anyway, shouldn’t we?
Remember, the water will not reduce the intensity
because the tints maintain their brightness. If you’re
using an opaque approach to begin with, don’t worry
about soft covered flattage. You can pile one color
right on top of the next. Also be sure to wash-up
after touching tints. You don’t want that stuff on your
skin for very long. And if you spill a tint, clean it up
right then, or it may end up everywhere.
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After all this, I have to admit that I yet have some
caseins on my paint room shelf. Whatever gets the
job done, right? But, the necessities of frugality,
whenever possible, and having supplies just a few
minutes away will likely never change. It is theater
after all.
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